Home Learning Certificates
The teachers have been incredibly impressed
with all the wonderfully varied tasks and
activities that all the children have been
sending in over the last month. It has been a
difficult task trying to select just a couple of
examples of work from each class to show to
the rest of the school.
Well done for all your hard work, keep it up.
Please send you June home learning to your
class teachers by Friday 19th June.

Nursery: Daffodil
Ray
Ray has completed every home learning
challenge that has been sent out! But not only
this, he has also been practicing his phonics and
numbers too. It has been wonderful to see him
enjoy his learning. I particularly enjoyed seeing
the joy in his face when he made his symmetrical
butterfly!

Jasper
Jasper has been very proactive in taking part in
home learning challenges. VE Week was a
special time for Jasper as he learnt about his
family and their role in the forces. His Grandad
was in the Navy and his Mum is in the RAF. He
enjoyed learning about what they do and had a
fabulous time at the street party with his family.

Reception
Bluebell Class – Mrs LeFevre

Snowdrop – Mrs Savage

Joshua has been working incredibly hard at home. Not only has he done most
of the activities we have been sending home each day, he has shown a great
deal of creativity and ingenuity by building, crafting, cooking and showing me so
many fun activities during his time away from school.

Daniel

Isabella has been very busy at home and has been working on a variety of
activities. She has done a lot of the activities sent home, but has also been
working on her writing, gardening, completing tricky puzzles and making a huge
effort with her reading.

Maddie

I have chosen Daniel because he has completed every home learning
challenge that we have set. He has shared lots of his other activities too. My
favourite was the fantastic video of Daniel's homemade TV film about his Lego
models.

Maddie has also been busy completing home learning tasks and taking part in
lots of other activities. My favourite was the caterpillar to butterfly photos
that she shared. Maddie even had a butterfly land on her hand!

Year 1
Beech Class – Miss Jenkins
Theo: We have a budding scientist on our hands! Theo has really enjoyed
conducting a whole range of experiments. He has created his own lava lamp
and made a rainbow using water and felt-tips. Theo has also learned how to
use email so Miss Jenkins has enjoyed reading and responding to his news.

Elder – Miss Virtue
Elder class have made me extremely proud of all the hard work they have been doing at
home. They have all been very creative in their learning. I have seen lots of great examples of
maths learning- counting, time and money. I have also been amazed with Elder Classes’
handwriting and sentences. Many have been busy learning their exception words ready for
Year 2. Elder class have been doing fun experiments with their grown-ups like growing
courgettes and tomatoes and making rainbows and sprinkle cakes.

Jessica wowed me with her home learning. With her sisters, she was learning
how things grew and change over a period. Jessica made this creative and
exciting by growing plants and caterpillars! I look forward to seeing how your
caterpillars grow into beautiful butterflies.

.

William The next ‘Great British Star Baker’ goes to William. He has been busy
in the kitchen making crispy cakes and cookies. When he is not in his apron, he
has been using his wooden spoons to make puppets of his family. William’s is
the one with the exceptionally large mouth, I think that is because he loves to
talk!

Chayne has been a busy bee working hard to
learn how to tell the time to half past, quarter
past and quarter to. He went the step further
and made it creative by practicing his jumping
skills to see how many jumps it would take for
a ice block to melt. Chayne also made his very
own rainbow! He thought of the idea to use a
hose as the sun shone.

Year 2
Cedar Class – Mrs Healy
Alfie: Not only has Alfie been doing exciting science experiments, he has also
been keeping fit by going on long walks, with some extra balancing challenges
along the way!
.

Ruby made some bunting with her sister to
decorate her house for VE day before
celebrating with homemade blueberry and
chocolate muffins in her front garden with
her family along with their neighbours, while
keeping a safe distance. She has had time
to do some subtraction too!

Blossom Class – Miss Coburn
Mia for an amazing essay
written on the Shang
Dynasty. A very detailed
piece of work with
amazing facts about this
civilization.

Hugo: A fantastic use
of ICT to create an
amazing slideshow on
facts about The
Gambia- well done!

Year 3
Willow Class – Miss Keene
Willow class have produced some wonderful pieces of home learning and they
have made it extremely difficult for me to choose just two children for home
learning nominations this month. I am very proud of all of you, but this month I
have decided to chose.

Poppy and her family for the
their VE day celebrations, they
certainly know how to salute and
stand to attention!

Maple Class – Miss Gordge
Henry for his homemade
lava lamp and continued
efforts for creative and
fantastic home learning.

.

Aran for his diagram on different parts of a plant and for investigating how the
amount of water can affect how a plant would grow. Well done for concluding
your findings!

Diyan for his superb poem about
coronavirus. It rhymes beautifully
and gives hope for when this is all
over too.

Year 4
Birch Class – Miss Visser
Aarush He is planting new
plants in the garden. Just before
lock down we planted some
seeds in school and I have also
sent them an example of how to
grow a bean, so it's lovely to see
he is doing something linked to
the work we have done in school

Sycamore Class – Miss Maitland
Maisie for creating a
fantastic informative leaflet
about the rainforest. It is
lovely to see the time and
care you’ve put into creating
this!

.

Manuja has been helping his
mum bake and cook a variety of
things.

Lewis for making connections
between Maths and Science.
It is great to see the care
you’ve taken to create your
bar graph to explain your
results!

Year 5
Oak Class – Miss Quickenden
Kye has become an expert on the last
days of World War II and has spent a lot
of time and effort researching to create
this informative VE poster. I now know a
lot more about VE day. Great Work Kye
and excellent use of mixed media while
creating your artwork.

Zachary has been working hard during the
lockdown and produced numerous pieces of
homework, fact files and amazing artwork.
This is one of my favourites, a fact file of a
Canadian Wren. He has presented the work
beautifully using different backgrounds for
each of his sub-headings. Excellent
research Zachary!

Ash Class – Miss Brown
Imani has been making a
difference in her
neighbourhood by helping
some neighbours and
family with shopping as
well as donation food to
Mount Vernon Cancer
Centre. Well done!

Insiyah for being
so creative by
recycling a pair
of jeans and
making a
beautiful
handbag. Well
done Insiyah!

Year 6
Elm Class – Mrs Lambert
Megan decided to do a science experiment on germination. She
planted 15 runner bean seeds and placed 1 in the dark and then
to see if how we treated the beans had an affect we sung to,
insulted, praised, ignored, and had a control to see what
happened. She also planted waky tomato seeds too. These are
the runner beans planted in the garden, they must be watered
every day.

Redwood Class – Mr Ali
Ryan has enjoyed baking and cooking a variety of
delicious foods in the kitchen.

.

William for keeping busy with lots of varied home
school activities.

Julian’s art project The theme was Keith
Haring and Julian has
drawn a fantastic
drawing using his
artistic skills.

